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Abstract 

Intelligent (a.k.a. smart or ‘flow control completion’) well (i-well) technology is being successfully used 

in thousands of wells worldwide. Dozens of companies are involved in manufacturing, modelling, 

installing, and optimizing i-well equipment. I-wells have their completion intervals divided into zones 

with packers, followed by regulation of production or injection in each zone using flow control devices. 

In production wells this balances flow profile as well as reduces inflow of unwanted fluids, overall 

resulting in increased oil or gas recovery. Finding the optimal locations of any given number of packers 

that improve the long-term production performance is a complex problem with few solution attempts 

published to-date. This paper is the first to offer an easy-to-implement, comprehensive solution to 

this packer placement optimization problem. 

The complexity of this problem comes from the fact that ideally the i-well’s designed flow control 

performance should be optimized together with its packer placement configuration, which makes it a 

largely multi-variable, mixed-integer optimization problem often requiring from thousands to millions 

of iterations to solve. Furthermore, where there is a long-term optimization objective, e.g. ultimate 

asset value or oil recovery, each evaluation of an i-well design requires a separate reservoir model run 

that takes time. This easily makes the i-well optimization problem insurmountable. The solution 

approach developed in this paper rests on two unique findings: the first one shows that optimality of 

a given i-well flow control performance reduces its subsequent, packer placement optimization 

problem to a simpler, perturbation problem which is much easier to solve. The second finding is a 

novel method relating an arbitrary, i-well flow performance to a mathematically equivalent non-linear 

electric circuit performance. This allows the well performance to be fast-solved semi-analytically using 

methodology from the circuit design theory. 

Firstly in this paper, reduction of the i-well optimization problem to the packer placement -caused 

perturbation one is carried out by evaluating the impact of the annular flow isolation disturbance on 

the well/reservoir flow state. The relatively small weight of such disturbance on the scale of a 

simulation time-step is explained and further demonstrated on a test model. Secondly, an i-well flow 

model is presented as a nodal system, equivalent to a non-linear electric circuit, and subsequently 

solved using an approach adopted from the circuit theory. This solution is verified by numerical 

modelling. Lastly, these two findings enabled development of a fast, packer placement optimization 

algorithm that is described, verified, and finally successfully applied to a basic, test model. 

The packer placement optimization algorithm presented in this paper, as well as the novel i-well nodal 

analysis approach, complement and complete the multiple i-well performance optimization 

workflows published to-date, all of which use the simplifying ‘infinite number of packers’ assumption 

for the lack of anything better. This algorithm will be of immediate use to the well and reservoir 

engineers involved in design, installation, and evaluation of i-wells. 
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1. Introduction into Intelligent Well Completion Technology 

 

1.1 Intelligent Well Completion basics 
Intelligent (a.k.a. ‘smart’ and ‘advanced completion’) wells are equipped with multiple flow control 

devices (FCDs) downhole. The FCDs are integrated in the production tubing across the production or 

injection intervals (Figure 1).  

 

 

Figure 1: Schematic view of a well with intelligent or advanced well completion 

FCDs restrict fluid flow between the production tubing and the annulus, thus modifying the 

inflow/outflow profile along the completed interval. The common objective is to select and place the 

FCDs that make the flow profile more uniform in order to balance production from or injection into 

the layers or zones of different productivity/infectivity, pressure regime, fluid composition, or 

wellbore pressure. This results in a more efficient recovery, better flood or coning front, delayed water 

or gas breakthrough, less interventions, and overall better field development performance. Thousands 

of wells have been equipped with the intelligent well technology since its advent in the 1990s. Several 

FCD classes and dozens of FCD types that have different restriction and fluid reaction performance are 

manufactured by several major and medium-size vendors, with novel FCD types under way. 

Depending on the type of the FCDs used, an intelligent well can be equipped with up to several 

hundred FCDs. An excellent overview of the intelligent well technology: its history, fundamentals, 

description, types, objectives, and its numerous field applications can be found in (Al-Khelaiwi, 2013, 

Eltaher, 2017).  

The FCD classes include devices that are merely fixed restrictions (passive FCDs such as Inflow Control 

Devices ICDs), the restrictions that can be adjusted remotely in real time (active FCDs such as Interval 

Control Valves ICVs) and the restrictions that can independently react to the flowing fluid phase 

(autonomous FCDs such as Autonomous ICDs and ICVs [AICDs and AICVs] that choke production of 

water and gas). 



Both ICDs and ICVs act as restrictions, e.g. small orifices, nozzles, tubes, etc., the performance of 

which can be described by:  

𝛥𝑃𝐹𝐶𝐷 = 𝑎 𝑄2  (1) 

where the ‘strength’ parameter a  relates the pressure drop ∆𝑷𝑭𝑪𝑫 across an ICD restriction to the 

flow rate Q squared. More information on the FCD types and the formulae used to find the strength a 

for each type can be found in (Al-Khelaiwi, 2013). 

The performance of AICDs and AICVs may deviate from the quadratic one in Eq. (1), with several 

models and correlations available to describe it. Eltaher et al. (2019) also showed that such 

performance can be parametrised and roughly approximated as quadratic (Eq. (1)) for the completion 

design optimisation purpose. More information on AICD  and AICV types and the formulae to find the 

strength a for each type can be found in (Eltaher, 2017).  

Note that in this paper we develop a fast, graphical method to accurately predict zonal performance 

of an intelligent well with virtually any design, type and performance of its FCDs. However, further we 

use our method to derive an analytical solution as well, to be used in fast solving. This particular 

solution will assume quadratic performance of the FCDs as in Eq. (1). 

Such FCD performance defines the Intelligent Well Completion principle impact on the well 

inflow/outflow profile: the quadratic (or, generally, non-linear) performance of the FCDs results in the 

completion pressure drop (or the completion ‘skin’) across the zones with higher production rates 

being larger than that across the zones with lower rates, which leads to a more balanced 

inflow/outflow profile reasonably reducing production from the more productive intervals in favor of 

the less productive ones.  

This impact of FCDs would not be possible without zonation of the production/injection interval. Such 

zonation (a.k.a. Annular Flow Isolation) is commonly achieved with packers (Figure 1).  Without such 

zonation, the zonal flow meant to be FCD-restricted would simply (cross-)flow via the annulus to the 

neighboring zone and be produced from it, defeating the very purpose of the i-well completion. Due 

to the operation limitation and the completion installation risks the number of packers is often limited 

to several (for conventional packers) or to (when swellable packers can be used) few tens.  

The intelligent well completion design studies deal with the complex, multi-variable optimization 

problem of finding the optimal type, strength, number and location of FCDs and packers in a given 

well under various production constraints and, quite often, with a computationally demanding and 

uncertain long-term objective forecast. Most often this problem is solved for FCDs only, assuming 

either complete annular flow isolation (as if there was an infinite number of packers) or pre-placing 

the packers following some rules. This simplified approach, although simple, does not necessarily 

result in the optimal completion design. This paper is the first to provide a fully derived, complete and 

fast workflow to integrate the packer count and placement optimization into an arbitrary ‘FCD-only’ 

optimization algorithm.  

Firstly, we briefly outline several key ‘FCD-only’ completion optimization algorithms. We then 

overview a recent, empirical packer placement optimization study that inspired development of the 

algorithm derived in this paper. 

 



1.2 Intelligent Well Completion Optimization Studies 
In principle, the complexity and methodology of the intelligent well completion (design) optimization 

largely depends on whether: 

a. a short- or a long-term objective is being pursued; 

The former commonly includes e.g. a uniform production profile at the start of the well 

production, while the latter is often the ultimate, field development project’s profit (a.k.a. Net 

Present Value NPV). Such long-term goal requires reliable production forecast methods, often 

realized by numerical simulation of the reservoir model (or of an ensemble of such models to 

capture the reservoir description uncertainty). Reservoir modeling is a computationally 

expensive, time-consuming task. Therefore, the common mathematical optimization 

algorithms that require a number of simulation runs are often unsuitable for i-well design due 

to the time and computational resource constraints in carrying out an optimization project. 

Some alternatives to the numerical reservoir simulation, such as e.g. the extended Dykstra-

Parsons model-based long-term prediction tool (Muradov et al., 2018b), are available but for 

limited conditions. 

 

b. the control (a.k.a. decision) variables are treated as continuous or discrete;  

The blunt, engineering approach to selecting the appropriate FCD types and restriction level 

(a.k.a. ‘strength’) comes to selecting several combinations of those from the available FCD 

catalogue(s), modelling their performance, and identifying the suitable combination. This 

laborious task with discrete options seldom finds the optimal combination, but nevertheless 

is commonly applied due to simplicity of the routine. Most of the industrial publications 

feature this approach, e.g. (Andrade et al., 2018, Giden et al., 2019) where several 

combinations of ICDs, AICDs and packers are compared by their ability to affect the short-term 

production from an oil field.  

Some, research-informed optimization algorithms move the FCD design optimization problem 

into the continuous, control variable domain by parametrizing the FCD characteristics. For 

instance, Birchenko (2010) considered a ‘distributed’ FCD strength as a continuous 

optimization variable, for which they provided analytical solutions for the case of either 

wellbore friction (Birchenko et al., 2010)  or heterogeneity (Birchenko et al., 2011) – 

dominated flow profile’s non-uniformity. Many subsequent workers adopted this FCD 

completion representation approach to develop further solutions, such as (Prakasa et al., 

2019) who proposed some graphical solutions, or (Eltaher et al., 2019) who parametrized the 

AICD properties into a 2-D continuous domain where they were numerically optimized. Once 

the solution for the optimal, virtual ‘continuously variable FCD strength’ design is found it is 

translated to the applicable form by matching it to the closest FCD strength from the 

catalogue, as explained in all the above-referenced publications. 

It is worth mentioning that the optimization of the packer count and placement configuration 

is always a discrete-variable, integer problem (because packer presence/absence at a given 

location is a binary, integer variable). This complexity often renders such problem either 

overlooked or simplified. 

 

c. the packer placement is part of the optimization problem or they are either pre-placed or 

made virtually continuous. 

Packer placement optimization is almost always overlooked due to its complex, integer 

nature. The studies either assume some virtual, ‘distributed packer’ condition (i.e. placing flow 

barriers at every segment of the well model preventing all cross-flow) which is often assumed 



in the ‘continuous-FCD’ optimization studies mentioned in point b above.  Alternatively, the 

packers are pre-placed based on some simple rules, e.g. at the locations of the highest 

permeability contrasts, or across permeability barrier (e.g. across a shale layer if any), or at 

equal spacing. This approach is common in the ‘blunt engineering’ method described in point 

a above. MoradiDowlatAbad (2016) showed that this can result in a strongly non-optimal 

completion with a significant loss of added value, comparable to the value added by the 

intelligent completion itself.  

Even those few, published i-well completion optimization studies that actually do use integer 

(e.g. on/off) control variables still assume some pre-selected packer placement. For instance, 

such is the recent study looking for a local optimum AICD-completion design allocating the 

number of AICDs within well zones (Nejadi et al., 2018). The Trust-Region method was used to 

maximize NPV under geological uncertainty while controlled by integer variables (in this case, 

the ‘AICD present/not present’ control for each device), however the well was still divided into 

zones with equally-spaced packers which themselves were not part of the optimization. It was 

however pointed out that the zonation was essential, and theoretically a revised algorithm 

could have potentially be used to extend to additional variables in e.g. an extended study. 

Note that as the last design stage the number of packers is further minimized to reduce the 

completion installation and activation risks and complexities.  

 

An excellent review of the intelligent completion optimization theory and application can be found in 

(Al-Khelaiwi, 2013, Birchenko, 2010, Eltaher, 2017, Prakasa, 2018) .  

 

1.3 Review of the Methods Used for Selecting the Packer Placement Configuration  
The important role of annular flow isolation in the success of advanced well completion technology 

was recognized as soon as the technology was introduced. Installation of packers at every single FCD 

joint was long perceived as the best-case scenario from the FCD-completion effect point of view.  

Gavioli and Vicario (2012), among other things, supported this idea in an excellent historical overview 

of the packer technology and applications in advanced wells, also illustrating how a more 

heterogeneous reservoir needs more packers. (Note that this ‘best-case scenario of packers 

everywhere’ idea may not be optimal, as was later pointed out in (MoradiDowlatAbad, 2016), and also 

illustrated later in this work). Nevertheless, the maximum number of packers installed is limited by 

considerations including the completion type, length, cost, installation and activation risk in a given 

wellbore geometry. The practical, commonly used, rules for placing a limited number of packers are 

well outlined, illustrated and referenced in (Al-Khelaiwi, 2013, MoradiDowlatabad et al., 2014). These 

rules include:  

• The packers setting depths are equally spaced. This approach is simple to implement on site.  

• The packers setting depths divide the wellbore into zones of distinct permeability, specific 

productivity and/or saturation.  

• The packers are set where the FCD type or strength changes.  

• (Additional) packers can be set to limit the annular flow velocity and, thus, erosion and/or sand 

transport. 

• Installing the packers starting from the packer-at-every-joint reservoir simulation scenario 

followed by ranking the packers by the relative, cumulative pressure difference between the 

adjacent annulus zones. Those packers across which the least pressure drop is observed are 

removed as the least necessary (MoradiDowlatAbad, 2016, MoradiDowlatabad et al., 2014). 



This method of ‘design by exclusion’ inspired the current study, where a comprehensive 

wellbore model is derived and tested to support a more sophisticated packer ranking algorithm. 

To-date, no comprehensive algorithm for simultaneous or sequential optimization of the FCD 

parameters and packer allocation has been developed or published to our knowledge. 

This paper offers a novel approach where the near-optimal packer placement configuration can be 

found to maximize the long-term value from a well with an arbitrary FCD-completion with the minimal 

intervention into the conventional ‘FCD-only’ optimization process and the minimal use of 

computational resources.  

Firstly in this paper, the reduction of the ‘i-well packer placement optimization’ problem to the much 

simpler, ‘packer exclusion’ one is carried out by evaluating the impact of the annular flow isolation 

disturbance on the wellbore-reservoir flow state. The relatively small weight of such disturbance on 

the scale of a simulation time-step is explained and further demonstrated on a test model. Secondly, 

an i-well flow proxy model is presented as a nodal system equivalent to a non-linear electric circuit, 

and subsequently solved using an approach adopted from the circuit design theory. This solution is 

verified by numerical modelling, and is used as a fast proxy or predictor for the wellbore flow change. 

Lastly, these two findings have enabled development of a fast, packer placement optimization 

algorithm that is described, verified, and finally successfully applied on a basic, test model. 

 

2. Problem Statement 

Consider a well with flow control completion as shown in Figure 1. Its downhole wellbore flow model 

is split into n segments in a well/reservoir simulator. The objective of simulation is to optimize such 

completion in order to maximize the long-term reservoir value (e.g. the cumulative oil production, or 

the NPV, or the discounted cumulative oil production). The variables to optimize are: the type, 

number, and level of restriction of FCDs in each well segment, as well as the number and location of 

packers. Further, in order to reduce the completion installation risks, the number of packers should 

be kept at or below some reasonable value (typically from 3 to 30 depending on the packer and 

completion type, the well length, the wellbore trajectory, etc.). The production conditions such as the 

bottom-hole pressure and/or the production rate, are defined. 

Consider the case when a certain FCD completion has been selected with the FCD specs (location, 

number, strength, type, etc.) defined e.g. using some method or algorithm (there are several such 

‘FCD-only’ design algorithms published, e.g. see the ones mentioned in the previous section). Such 

completion design has been carried out under the traditional, simplifying assumption of no annular 

cross-flow i.e. assuming the virtual packers are installed at every model segment.  

The objective is now to reduce the number of the virtual packers to a reasonable, realistic amount and 

to further optimize the location of these few packers for this given FCD completion configuration. The 

mathematical solution to this problem is derived below. 

 

3. Case Study Description  

We will be using a very simple, box-shaped, synthetic, heterogeneous reservoir sector model to 

illustrate the major concepts and findings throughout this study and to highlight the completion 

optimization complexity. This is the same benchmark model as was used in our earlier, preceding study 

(MoradiDowlatabad et al., 2014).  



The model has 7 fully-communicating layers (stacked sands) of different permeability, as shown in 

Figure 2. A horizontal, production well is completed across the layers in the top-center as shown. The 

reservoir pressure is maintained by a bottom aquifer providing strong supply of water.  

 

Figure 2: Synthetic model of a heterogeneous reservoir. The well heel is on the left. 

The well completion model is divided into 28 segments, with the option of modelling up to 27 inter-

zonal packers placed in between the adjacent segments as shown in the bottom of Figure 2. The well 

production is bottomhole pressure-constrained. The well is completed with a pre-selected completion 

equipped with nozzle-type ICDs (each having 4 nozzles of 4mm in diameter) installed at every 40 feet. 

Important dimensions, properties and constraints are listed in Table 1. The study objective is to 

maximize the 10-year NPV. 

Table 1: The synthetic model’s parameters 

Parameter  Description (Value) 
Reservoir Dimensions 28*200 (ft) in X 

30*200 (ft) in Y 
10*10  (ft) in Z 

Production Constraint Bottomhole Pressure (inside the tubing at the heel): 
2900 psig 

Porosity  0.25 
Aquifer  Yes 

Wellbore configuration Horizontal well with 
 Completion Length of 5600 ft & 

 Diameter of 8.5 inches  
Tubing diameter 5.5 inches  

 

4. What a Packer Placement Optimization Workflow Should Address 

Consider a scenario where the operationally acceptable number of packers to be installed in our test 

case is limited to 10. Note that MoradiDowlatAbad (2016) showed that simply placing these packers 

using traditional logic (i.e. either in between the zones of different permeability or at equally-spaced 

intervals) is going to result in the NPV significantly lower than the potential, maximum achievable NPV.  



• Why exhaustive search for optimal locations of 10 packers is not practical: 

The blunt, exhaustive search among all possible packer placement combinations may be 

practically impossible considering that even in this, very basic model, there are 8,436,285 

possible combinations (calculated as the mathematical combination (
27
10

) of 10 over 27) 

requiring an unacceptably high number of the reservoir simulation runs to check the NPV of 

each and thus find the one optimum packer placement combination.  

 

• How the search problem can be simplified if the optimum configuration of 10+ packers is 

somehow known: 

As explained in the introduction, it was long assumed (as well as explained and illustrated in 

e.g. (MoradiDowlatabad et al., 2014)) that for the optimum FCD completion design of the 

advanced completion the maximum NPV can be achieved when the annular cross-flow is 

completely eliminated, in other words with packers installed everywhere. In our model this 

means all 27 packers that can be virtually added to the model are installed. 

However, MoradiDowlatabad et al. (2014) identified limitations of this assumption and 

showed that when the FCD completion is not optimal, in particular when it is over-restrictive 

(either on the overall well scale or in some selected zones) then some packers will support the 

over-suppression of the inflow, and their removal may result in a better NPV. If this is the case 

imagine these ‘unnecessary’ packers have been removed from the maximum possible of 27, 

and so the completion configuration with the remaining packers (assume a non-trivial 

situation where there are still more than 10 packers remaining) is now showing the maximum 

NPV performance. (The technique of finding such configuration will be presented later.) 

Either way, starting from such ‘maximum NPV with excess of virtual packers’ scenario, the 

algorithm to reduce the number of packers to the required limit (e.g. to 10 packers as in our 

example) is now much simpler than the blunt search mentioned above. The idea is to 

sequentially take out packers that affect the completion the least, one at a time. In our case 

this means starting from the theoretical best of 27 packers, then running 27 reservoir 

simulation runs testing what happens if a single packer is removed to identify ‘the least 

important’ packer – i.e. the one the removal of which affects the NPV the least. Once it is 

removed, the process is repeated for the new configuration of 26 packers, then for 25, etc. 

thus requiring 27+26+25+…+11 runs (total of 323 runs) which is much less than for the blunt 

search, but still can be further reduced as explained below. 

Important notes: 

- This assumption that it is possible to come down to an optimal (or sub-optimal) 

configuration by removing the packers of least value one-by-one, in other words trying to 

take the ‘slowest descent’ or gradient from the maximum theoretical NPV, rests on the 

fact that many researchers have observed the intelligent completion optimization 

problem to have a smooth response surface of the objective function (NPV) with multiple 

‘ridges’ of local optima of similar value, so the step-by-step gradient descent from the 

nearest local optimum is a reasonable approach to stay close to the optimal (or sub-

optimal) value. More on this explanation and supporting references will be provided in 

the next section. 

- The need to update the model at every packer removal, instead of a faster approach of 

immediately ranking all packers by their value in the original, 27-packer model and then 

immediately removing the excess of 17 in one go is not suitable as will be illustrated in the 

test case below. It appears that removal of each packer disturbs (shifts) the model to a 



new state, that needs to be re-defined every time each new ‘disturbance’ (i.e. each new 

packer removal) is made to continue to properly follow the slowest descent. 

 

• How to further reduce the number of runs by having a proxy-model of the intelligent well 

completion flow: 

So the number of the required runs has been reduced above from 8,436,285 to 323. It is 

actually possible to find the packer least affecting a model’s NPV without the need to run all 

its ‘minus a packer’ options, as long as there is a proxy model (i.e. some basic predictor) able 

to make such prediction. It will be shown later that removal of a packer in a given model with 

many packers at any given timestep changes its state only slightly, mostly in the short-term, 

on the local level immediately around the location from the packer that was removed. This is 

explained and illustrated in the next section by treating a packer at a given location at any 

given timestep as a binary (i.e. ‘installed’ / ‘not installed’) variable. 

Thus, if there is a wellbore model applicable to intelligent well completions and able to predict 

from the ‘N packers’ model parameters the change in the wellbore flow for its ‘N-1 packer’ 

sub-configurations at every timestep, such prediction can be used to rank the packers by their 

relative impact on the NPV. Such proxy model, based on advanced, non-linear nodal analysis 

wellbore calculation is derived and tested below. 

Note that such proxy modelling is needed because it appears to be important to predict the 

packer removal’s relative impact on the very flow and NPV. As will be illustrated later this is 

key in identifying the over-restrictive completion intervals and correctly ranking the packers’ 

relative importance. 

So finally we have brought the number of required runs from 8,436,285 down to [‘1 for the 

27-packer model’ + ‘1 for the 26-packer model’ + … + ‘1 for the 11-packer model’] total of 17 

runs. This is much more practical given a simulation run of a typical, realistic reservoir (sector) 

model with multi-segmented, intelligent well completion(s) nowadays takes from several 

minutes to days depending on the reservoir model complexity and available computational 

resources and the type of simulators used. 

 

The next section will introduce the mathematical formalism of the advanced completion optimization 

problem in the context of the reservoir flow simulation and its control variables. This section will 

explain the logic of treating a packer presence in any given location at a particular timestep as a control 

variable, as well as how this variable affects the model’s state in the time and space domains. 

Afterwards, the following section will derive and verify a proxy model of intelligent well completion 

flow configuration, able to predict the change in the flow of an arbitrary ‘n packers’ model if any given 

packer is removed. This problem is solved by drawing an analogue from the pressure-rate relationships 

in the reservoir-annulus-tubing nodes of each segment to the well-developed formalism of the 

voltage-current relationships in the non-linear electric circuits theory. The available solution from this 

theory is applied to successfully solve the intelligent well completion flow model. 

Finally, these novel methods are applied to the test model to illustrate the packer placement 

optimization algorithm in action, with further interesting observations and recommendations made. 

 



5. The Role of a Packer as a Control Variable in the Context of Production 

Modeling and Optimization  

Optimization of Advanced Well Completions (AWC), including Annular Flow Isolation (AFI such as 

packers), begins with a formulation of the multiphase flow in the reservoir. This formulation is in 

reality only as good as the assumptions (e.g., Darcy flow) behind its construction. The discussion in 

this section is independent of the choice of formulation/solution approach and considers the following 

abstract form of the reservoir simulation process:  

𝑑𝑦𝑟

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑆𝐼𝑀(𝑦𝑟 , 𝑥, 𝑡),                      𝑦𝑟(𝑡0) = 𝑦𝑟0, (2) 

where, 𝑦𝑟 ∈ ℝ𝑝 is the 𝑝-dimensional state vector of the reservoir (e.g. saturations, pressure field) for 

a certain model realization 𝑟, 𝑆𝐼𝑀: ℝ𝑝  ×  ℝ𝑛𝑥 × ℝ1 → ℝ𝑝 is the reservoir simulation operation and 

𝑥 ∈ ℝ𝑛𝑥  is the vector of 𝑛𝑥 control variables discretized over the field production time (𝑡).  

The initial state of the system is defined by 𝑦𝑟0
 at time 𝑡0. Therefore, the production performance 

under a certain control scenario for a single model realization 𝑦𝑟  is evaluated using a general, scalar 

objective function of the form: 

ℱ(𝑥, 𝑦𝑟) = − ∫ ∅(𝑦𝑟(𝑡), 𝑥(𝑡), 𝑡)𝑑𝑡 
𝑡𝑓

𝑡0

+ ∫ 𝐼(𝑦𝑟(𝑡), 𝑥(𝑡), 𝑡)𝑑𝑡 
𝑡𝑓

𝑡0

,  (3) 

where ∅: ℝ𝑝  ×  ℝ𝑛𝑥 × ℝ1 → ℝ1 is a constraint term and 𝐼: ℝ𝑝  ×  ℝ𝑛𝑥 × ℝ1 → ℝ1 is the 

instantaneous objective function.  

In the current formulation the class of control functions 𝑥 is limited to the class of bounded piecewise 

constant functions (relating to e.g. the spectrum of FCD sizes) and/or integer, binary variables (e.g. 

the ones set at ‘packer installed’/’not installed’ values). This general formulation provides the 

flexibility to optimize the control variables at discretized control steps, which is the simpler and widely 

adopted case of defining constant control variables (e.g. FCDs or packers) during the whole production 

period. The solution to the optimal control problem is to find the 𝑥(. ) ∈ ℝ𝑛𝑥  that minimizes (or 

maximizes) the function ℱ subject to the differential equation Eq. (2). Additional constraints on the 

control variables x may also be applied. 

The constraint term (∅) in Eq. (3) is handled by the reservoir simulator to respect the defined well 

and/or field production limits in this study. Kourounis et al. (2014) showed the efficiency of this 

heuristic constraint handling procedure in challenging cases of large models with a large number of 

control variables. Hence, the piecewise constant assumption converts the integral term into a 

summation over the discretized control steps. The objective is to find an AWC design scenario that 

maximizes the added value from the well or field, e.g. cumulative oil, discounted cumulative oil, or 

NPV in general. The NPV definition in this study only considered oil and water production though it 

can be defined more generally if need be. 

ℱ(𝑥) = ∑ [∑(𝑟𝑜𝑞𝑜,𝑧
𝑛 − 𝑟𝑝𝑤𝑞𝑤,𝑧

𝑛 − 𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑥𝑞𝑙,𝑧
𝑛 )

𝑁𝑧

𝑧=1

]

𝑆

𝑛=1

𝛿𝑡𝑛

(1 + 𝑏)𝑡𝑛
 ,  (4) 

where 𝑆 is the total number of simulation steps; 𝑁𝑧 is the number of production zones.  

The costs constants 𝑟𝑜, 𝑟𝑝𝑤 and 𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑥  are the oil price, the water handling cost and the operating cost 

respectively. Variables 𝑞𝑜,𝑧
𝑛 , 𝑞𝑤,𝑧

𝑛  and 𝑞𝑙,𝑧
𝑛  are the oil, water and liquid production rates of zone 𝑧 at 

time step n, respectively.  The annual discount rate 𝑏 is in decimal; 𝛿𝑡𝑛 is the length of the 𝑛th 

simulation step, and 𝑡𝑛 is the cumulative time up to the simulation timestep in years. 



Considering the case of 𝑁𝑧 production zones and therefore 𝑁𝑧 number of FCD groups and 𝑁𝑧 − 1 

virtual packers, the control vector 𝑥 has the following from, 

𝑥 = (𝐹𝐶𝐷1, 𝐹𝐶𝐷2, … , 𝐹𝐶𝐷𝑧 , … , 𝐹𝐶𝐷𝑛𝑧
, 𝑃1, 𝑃2, … , 𝑃𝑧 , … , 𝑃𝑛𝑧−1) (5) 

where 𝐹𝐶𝐷𝑧 is the size of the FCD at zone 𝑧 and 𝑃𝑧 is a binary variable determining if packer is installed 

or not between zone 𝑧 and 𝑧 + 1.  

In this study it is assumed that some optimum or, at least, beneficial FCDs are already pre-selected 

and installed therefore all FCD terms are eliminated from the control vector. Moreover, each packer 

variables (𝑃𝑧) can be discretized over time resulting in the following form of 𝑥, 

𝑥 = (𝑃1
1, 𝑃1

2, … , 𝑃1
𝑆 , … , 𝑃𝑧

1, 𝑃𝑧
2, … , 𝑃𝑧

𝑆 , … , 𝑃𝑛𝑧−1
1 , … , 𝑃𝑛𝑧−1

𝑆 )  (6) 

The objective is to evaluate packer 𝑖, (𝑃𝑖) with respect to how its removal impacts the objective value 

(i.e. 
𝜕ℱ

𝜕𝑃𝑖
). The summation of partial derivatives of ℱ w.r.t. the discretized components of (𝑃𝑖) over time 

gives: 

𝜕ℱ

𝜕𝑃𝑖
=

𝜕ℱ

𝜕𝑃𝑖
1 + ⋯ +

𝜕ℱ

𝜕𝑃𝑖
𝑛 + ⋯ +  

𝜕ℱ

𝜕𝑃𝑖
𝑆  (7) 

Using Eq. (4), each term of Eq. (7) can be calculated as: 

𝜕ℱ

𝜕𝑃𝑖
𝑛 = 𝑟𝑜

𝜕𝑞𝑜,𝑖
𝑛

𝜕𝑃𝑖
𝑛 − 𝑟𝑝𝑤

𝜕𝑞𝑤,𝑖
𝑛

𝜕𝑃𝑖
𝑛 − 𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑥

𝜕𝑞𝑙,𝑖
𝑛

𝜕𝑃𝑖
𝑛  

          + 𝑟𝑜

𝜕𝑞𝑜,𝑖
𝑘

𝜕𝑃𝑖
𝑛 − 𝑟𝑝𝑤

𝜕𝑞𝑤,𝑖
𝑘

𝜕𝑃𝑖
𝑛 − 𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑥

𝜕𝑞𝑙,𝑖
𝑘

𝜕𝑃𝑖
𝑛  

          + 𝑟𝑜

𝜕𝑞𝑜,𝑗
𝑛

𝜕𝑃𝑖
𝑛 − 𝑟𝑝𝑤

𝜕𝑞𝑤,𝑗
𝑛

𝜕𝑃𝑖
𝑛 − 𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑥

𝜕𝑞𝑙,𝑗
𝑛

𝜕𝑃𝑖
𝑛  

          + 𝑟𝑜

𝜕𝑞𝑜,𝑗
𝑘

𝜕𝑃𝑖
𝑛 − 𝑟𝑝𝑤

𝜕𝑞𝑤,𝑗
𝑘

𝜕𝑃𝑖
𝑛 − 𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑥

𝜕𝑞𝑙,𝑗
𝑘

𝜕𝑃𝑖
𝑛  

 (8) 

where 𝑘 ≠ 𝑛 and 𝑗 ≠ 𝑖. Eq. (8) is divided into 4 distinct sections as follows: 

- Section-1 (first line) describes the impact of removing packer 𝑖 at timestep 𝑛 on the production 

from zone 𝑖 at the same timestep. This is the local, short-term impact. 

- Section-2 (second line): impact of removing packer 𝑖 at timestep 𝑛 on the production from 

zone 𝑖 at any other timestep (temporal effect). This is the local, long-term impact. 

- Section -3 (third line): impact of removing packer 𝑖 at timestep 𝑛 on the production from zone 

𝑗 at the same timestep (spatial effect). This is the remote, short-term impact. 

- Section -4 (fourth line): impact of removing packer 𝑖 at timestep 𝑛 on the production from 

zone 𝑗 at any other timestep (spatial and temporal effects). This is the remote, long-term 

impact. 

Figure 3, Figure 4, and Figure 5 show sensitivities performed where packers with different levels of 

impact were removed for a period of 60 days (equivalent to two timesteps in our test case study 

reservoir model) and then placed back. Two different production times are considered: the relatively 

early time (730-790 days) and late time (2223-2283 days). The resulting change in zonal oil production 

w.r.t. the base case (i.e. the case of not removing the packer in question) during the whole production 

period is plotted in each case. 



  

Figure 3: The change in zonal oil production due to removing packer 9 (𝑃9) (the packer at a key location of varying 
permeability)  at early and late time 

 

Figure 4: The change in zonal oil production due to removing packer 18 (𝑃18) (the packer at a medium-important location of 
slightly varying permeability) at early and late time 

 

Figure 5: The change in zonal oil production due to removing packer 28 (𝑃28) (the packer at a non-important location of a 
homogenous interval) at early and late time. (NOTE: the y scale is 1/12 of the one in previous figures) 

 

Several, important observations and conclusions can be drawn in order to simplify Eq. (8): 
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All terms with the timestep’s number < 𝑛 , i.e. describing the performance of the state prior to the 

packer change, are naturally equal to zero. This is obvious but worth reiterating: the change in the 

zonal production at a particular time step prior to removing a packer is zero.  

The fact that the impact of temporarily removing a packer (treated as a model perturbation) dissipates 

with time and in space means that the system in the long-term is stable with respect to such 

perturbation, and the packer removal effect is strongly localized. Also as expected, the impact is much 

lower for a ‘low importance‘ packer as compared to a ‘high importance’ packer. Therefore, Sections 

2, 3 and 4 Eq. (8) are expected to be relatively negligible and, for the purpose of rough estimating of 

the relative packer impact, can be ignored. 

Therefore, only Section 1 in Eq. (8) appears largely dominating the model’s response to a packer 

removal.  Moreover, 𝜕𝑃𝑖
𝑛 = 1 as 𝑃𝑖  is a binary variable. Hence, Eq. (8) can be simplified as, 

𝜕ℱ

𝜕𝑃𝑖
𝑛 ≈ 𝑟𝑜 ∆𝑞𝑜,𝑖

𝑛 − 𝑟𝑝𝑤  ∆𝑞𝑤,𝑖
𝑛 − 𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑥  ∆𝑞𝑙,𝑖

𝑛   (9) 

where  ∆𝑞𝑜,𝑖
𝑛 ,  ∆𝑞𝑤,𝑖

𝑛 ,  ∆𝑞𝑙,𝑖
𝑛  are the change in oil and water rate of zone 𝑖 at time step 𝑛 as a result of 

removing the packer 𝑖 at time step 𝑛.  

Consequently,  

𝜕ℱ

𝜕𝑃𝑖
≈ 𝑟𝑜 ∑  ∆𝑞𝑜,𝑖

𝑛

𝑆

𝑛=1

− 𝑟𝑝𝑤 ∑  ∆𝑞𝑤,𝑖
𝑛

𝑆

𝑛=1

− 𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑥 ∑  ∆𝑞𝑙,𝑖
𝑛

𝑆

𝑛=1

 
 (10) 

 

Since the completion optimization search space in such problems is generally smooth (Haghighat 

Sefat, 2016), the partial derivate in Eq. (10) (reflecting a packer removal) is expected to result in the 

objective function value’s change proportional to that derivative. 

It will be illustrated and discussed below that strictly speaking the approximation of the model 

response to a packer removal can be rather roughly described by Eq. (10). This is partly due to the fact 

that a reservoir simulation, constrained by some production limits (e.g. constant BHP) re-adjusts the 

model state at every timestep where the constraint is not met, which results in a small deviation from 

the effect predicted by Eq. (10) where the local model production constraints were assumed the same 

with or without the packer in question. However, as mentioned, Eq. (10) describes the dominant term 

defining the model response and hence can be used to comparatively rank the model response to an 

arbitrary packer removal. This effect will be illustrated later in our test model. 

 

6. Predicting the instantaneous, local flow rate change in an arbitrary AWC 

caused by removal of a packer 

A proxy, wellbore flow model is derived and tested in this section using the representation of an AWC’s 

flow nodal system as a non-linear circuit’s nodal system at any given simulation time-step.  

6.1. Non-linear circuit modelling approach applied to the complex, flow nodal system problem 
It is common to represent the reservoir-well flow configuration as a system of nodes linked by certain 

flow performance relations. This forms the basis of the nodal or systems analysis used extensively. As 

far as the intelligent well completion is concerned, with its multiple flow conduits, zones, possible 

cross-flow, and non-linear flow control devices’ performance: its nodal system is more complex and 

can be solved semi-analytically, graphically, or numerically using methods more sophisticated than 



those for conventional wells. Such solution method can offer a fast and easy-to-implement tool that 

can be used to diagnose the intelligent well completion performance, or make predictions without the 

need for sophisticated well and/or reservoir simulators. This in turn can be desired in a range of 

problems:  from well completion design to its performance analysis; from well integrity diagnostics to 

the principal understanding of its reservoir flow control mechanisms. In this particular paper we will 

specifically develop and use the intelligent well nodal analysis model designed to understand and 

predict the impact of annular flow on the intelligent well flow performance and flow control efficiency.  

As part of this process we will refer to the approaches developed in non-linear electric circuit theory 

where such multi-level, non-linear nodal systems have been extensively investigated and solved. 

Indeed, it is not uncommon to use elements of this theory in the oil and gas research given the electric 

circuits and well-reservoir flow systems are governed by equivalent laws in which the electric potential 

(voltage) is equivalent to the fluid pressure, the electric current – to the fluid flow rate, the electric 

conductivity – to the productivity index, and so on. Some notable examples of the electric circuit-

based reservoir and/or wellbore flow modelling include both theoretical approaches, e.g. where a 

wellbore-reservoir system is considered as a network of (fluid) capacitors and (flow) resistors  

emulating the water flood response (see publications on the Capacitance-Resistance Modelling CRM, 

including the models extended to intelligent wells as e.g. in (Prakasa, 2018)). The ‘electrical analyzer’ 

– a linear resistance-condenser unit set to physically model the field water drive with equivalent 

capacitors and resistors – was successfully used to predict field performance well before the computer 

simulators, let alone before the computers for that matter (Muskat, 1949). These methods show 

reasonable success in forecasting or describing the well performance, with excellent results with 

respect to the gross production behavior. 

  

6.2. Representation of the i-well nodal system as a non-linear circuit 
Let’s consider an intelligent well with multiple zones and flow control devices (Figure 1) and represent 

it as a collection of nodes and ‘upscaled’ flow control elements (Figure 6). An upscaled flow control 

element (or device) of a given well zone is an imaginary device with the flow performance equivalent 

to the combined performance of the real flow control devices installed across this zone. For instance, 

in the case of orifice-type ICDs or ICVs it is an ‘upscaled ICD or ICV’ of a zone with the flow area equal 

to the sum of the open areas of the real devices installed across the zone in question. For the case of 

AICDs or AICVs this can be more complex a performance, like e.g. the one presented in (Muradov et 

al., 2018a). 

 

Figure 6: Nodal representation of an i-well on a zonal scale 

For the annular flow problem discussed here we will first assume that at any given time:  

1. If two neighboring zones ‘lack’ a packer in-between them and therefore share some annular 

cross-flow, this cross-flow rate is primarily defined by the properties of these two very zones 

and only mildly affects by the rest of the well. This assumption will be shown to be valid in the 



modelled cases presented in this paper, and also relates to the observation on the locality of 

a packer removal effect illustrated in the previous section (Figure 3 - Figure 5). 

2. The pressures at the “reservoir pressure” and “tubing pressure” nodes (Figure 6) can be 

calculated using the numerical, reservoir model prediction results. In particular, we define the 

“reservoir pressure” for a given well zone as the pressure that gives the correct inflow rate 

into this zone for the given inflow performance model (linear in our case, Q=PI*(Pres-Pann)) and 

the specific productivity index of the zone. It will be shown later that such ‘zonal reservoir’ 

pressure in dynamic reservoir simulators can be approximated only roughly, yet for the 

purpose of this paper’s problem of evaluating relative importance of inter-zone isolation 

elements the problem of the non-exact “reservoir pressure” identification is minor. 

Let’s therefore consider the following nodal system describing two arbitrary, neighboring zones 

(Figure 7): 

 

Figure 7: Nodal representation of two neighboring zones of an I-well 

Note that the two zones in question may or may not have annular cross-flow, dependent on the 

presence/quality of the packer between them and the zonal properties. The subscripts in Figure 7 are 

defined in Nomenclature at the end of the paper. The flow between the reservoir blocks is negligible 

compared to the cross-flow in the well annulus and tubing and thus is ignored in this paper’s problem. 

The nodal system in Figure 7 can be arranged as an equivalent, non-linear circuit (Figure 8), which in-

turn can be further arranged as shown in Figure 9. As mentioned above, it is well recognized that a 

reservoir and wellbore fluid flow can be translated to the analogous, electric current flow models due 

to the fact that the laws of fluid flow are mathematically equivalent to the laws of current flow. So the 

fluid flow rate is analogous to the electric current and the pressure – to the electric potential. This is 

represented in the below figures, where e.g. an ICD becomes an element of non-linear resistivity to 

flow (see Eq. (1)  – non-linear, quadratic relationship between the rate and the pressure difference), 

the reservoir block’s productivity becomes reverse of linear resistivity; the reservoir pressure driving 

flow becomes a power battery, and so on as shown. 



 

Figure 8: Schematic representation of the two-zone nodal system, with linear resistances as reservoir blocks’ performances, 
non-linear resistances as pipes’ and flow control devices’ performances, and batteries as pressure differentials 

 

Figure 9: Rearranged circuit to represent the two-zone flow system as parallel branches 

Naturally, the intelligent well flow calculation problem in question could have been also solved 

(arriving at the same solution) graphically using traditional nodal analysis methods by gradually 

stacking the nodal elements until the system is fully described, though the application of the well-

established, circuit design workflow here makes it faster, more transparent and less prone to mistakes. 

 

6.3 Theory behind the well-established solution approach for an arbitrary non-linear circuit 
The non-linear circuit system of series and parallel elements in (Figure 9) can be easy solved 

graphically/numerically by plotting/matching the pressure difference – flow rate performance (a.k.a. 

the characteristic curve for voltage – current in the circuit theory) of each element and adding them 

up following the equivalent approach (Gisser, 1990). This is illustrated in Figure 10 for the two 

branches on the left, downstream side (named in Figure 10 as the ‘left’ and ‘right’ branch) of the circuit 

in Figure 9, with the steps as shown: 



 

Figure 10: Graphical solution of the series and parallel circuits illustrated for two branches of the two-zone I-well system 

The workflow presented in Figure 10 is as follows: 

1. Plot the flow performance of each individual element on the ‘pressure difference vs flow rate’ 

plot.  

2. Progressively add up the performance of the elements graphically so as to keep either the 

same flow rate when the elements are connected in series, or the same pressure difference 

when they are in parallel.  

3. Take the flowrate at the zero pressure differential of the complete circuit as the result. 

This approach can be immediately applied to the system and elements of any complexity, including 

the problem discussed in this paper. 

It is possible however in the particular case of our problem to elaborate further and find the semi-

analytical solution to the system performance that would simplify the calculations even more: 

 

6.4 Simplified, semi-analytical solution to the problem of annular cross-flow calculation in an 

i-well 
The objective is to develop a wellbore flow predictor suitable for our problem, i.e. to find a formula 

describing what will happen to the flow rates and pressures of two neighboring well zones with 

arbitrary completion (in particular how these zones’ flowrates will redistribute via shared annulus 

resulting in the cross-flow qann) once the inter-zonal packer is removed. The input data are the 

flowrates and pressures measured when the packer is in place.  

The derivation of this solution is provided in Appendix A. It results in the following, implicit solution 

for the qann (Eq. A- 10) which can be calculated either numerically or graphically by matching the left 

and right sides of: 
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(11) 

 

The definition of all the terms is provided in the Nomenclature section at the end of this paper, and in 

Appendix A. 

This equation gives the full solution of the cross-flow problem for any arbitrary selection of flow 

control devices, tubing flow rates, flow performances, etc. 

This approach is by far faster and simpler than solving a wellbore model simulation, especially for the 

problem of AFI design discussed here when this operation has to be done for every pair of zones of an 

i-well for each simulation step numerous times. 

Example, test applications of this approach to the numerical I-well models built in commercial 

simulators: NETool and Eclipse, are illustrated below: 

 

7. Example applications of the i-well cross-flow system solution 

Two synthetic reservoir-wellbore flow models are built to test the applicability of the I-well cross-flow 

solution: one in NetoolTM and the other in EclipseTM. The Eclipse model input is our synthetic, test case 

study described earlier (Figure 2). 

7.1 Solution verification by a Netool model 
NEToolTM software (Landmark) offers a flexible and accurate way to model wells with complex 

completion, and is now a widely accepted tool used for accurate modelling of intelligent wells.  

A horizontal well with contrasting zonal productivities is built as shown in Figure 11. The well is 

equipped with nozzle-type ICDs. The well is first modelled with all the inter-zonal packers in place. The 

results of this model are used to predict the extend of annular cross-flow using Eq. (11) when the 

packers are removed in Cases 1, 2, and 3 from the positions as shown in Figure 11. The plots of the 

upstream, downstream, and combined branch performances for Case 1 are illustrated in Figure 12. 

Further, these cases are also numerically modelled in Netool, and the prediction results are compared 

in Table 2. The results show perfect match between the numerical and semi-analytical predictions. 

 

Figure 11: NETool model case study: a horizontal well completed with ICDs across a heterogeneous reservoir 

 



 

Figure 12: The branch and total flow performance and semi-analytical solution for the two zones with cross-flow. Case 1 

 

Table 2: Comparison of the semi-analytical and numerical prediction results for the NETool and Eclipse models. (Note that 
δPCB is negligible in all the cases modelled here and is not presented). 

 qann δPBA See also 
Semi-analytical 

solution 
 (Eq. (11)) 

Numerical 
solution (Netool 

or Eclipse) 

Semi-analytical 
solution  
(Eq. A- 7) 

Numerical 
solution 

(Netool or 
Eclipse) 

Netool model, Case 1 -5.9 m3/d -5.9 m3/d -3.5 bar -3.5 bar Figure 12 

Netool model, Case 2 -1.8 m3/d -1.8 m3/d -1.4 bar -1.4 bar - 

Netool model, Case 3 5.8 m3/d 5.8 m3/d 3.5 bar 3.5 bar - 

Eclipse model -560 b/d -449 b/d 12 psi 12 psi Figure 13 

 

7.2 Solution verification by an Eclipse model 
A box reservoir model, described earlier (Figure 2), is built in Eclipse. A horizontal intelligent well is 

modelled using the ‘multi-segmented well’ tool in Eclipse. The results of the model after 1 month of 

production with all the packers in place are used to predict what the cross-flow would be if the packer 

between the highest permeability contrast zones (indicated in Figure 2) is removed. The solution given 

by Eq.(11) is graphically illustrated in Figure 13. Further, this packer is also removed in the Eclipse 

model and the cross-flow is numerically calculated. The results are compared in Table 2. Note the 

close match, with the difference mostly due to several factors:  

- the difficulty with defining the accurate zonal reservoir pressure in a dynamic reservoir model,  

- the fact that the system’s response to a packer removal, being dynamic, slightly changes 

within the timestep in question whereas our proxy model assumes the timestep’s input 

parameters to remain constant, 



- the fact that the Eclipse wellbore model simulation continues to re-adjust some of the flow 

controls to meet the defined production constraint. This is something that is software-specific 

and results in a slight deviation from our prediction that was derived assuming fixed 

constraints. (The NETool model re-adjusts the zonal pressures to meet the specified well 

production constraint as well, though seemingly differently as it appears to deviate much less 

from our model prediction as shown earlier). 

The close match indicates the applicability of our approach even for the most sensitive scenario, i.e. 

for the removal of a packer between the zones with the highest permeability contrast.  

 

Figure 13: The branch and total flow performance and solution of the two zones with cross-flow.  

Let’s now check how this instantaneous predictor’s forecast translates into the long-term prediction 

of the zonal and well flow rates. The numerical reservoir simulation is run to generate a 10-year long 

production forecast with the packers installed at every wellbore segment (which gives the total of 27 

inter-zonal packers, Figure 2). The resulting zonal pressures and flow rates are recorded at every 

timestep. Next, these pressures and rates at every timestep are used as the input for our semi-

analytical predictor estimating the flow rate change that would be caused by a packer removal. In this 

example we consider removal of the packer number 8 (counting from the heel) – the one of 

considerable importance due to it being located in between the contrasting, 2000mD and 200mD 

zones (Figure 2). This predictor, as explained earlier, only concerns the flow rates of the two zones 

most affected, i.e. the ones immediately around the removed packer (Figure 7). In addition, a 

numerical reservoir model with this packer removed is also run to compare with the predictor’s 

results.  

When compared on the zonal level, i.e. considering only the two zones immediately next to the 

removed packer, the predictor shows a limited agreement with the actual, numerical simulation 

results (Figure 14). Fortunately, the dynamics of the flow rate change is still captured, while the 

difference between the forecasts being mainly due to  



1. the difficulty in estimating the zonal reservoir pressures (as explained earlier), especially in 

the early times when the reservoir pressure change is quite fast, and  

2. the fact that the packer removal effect is not completely local (i.e. not constrained strictly to 

the neighboring zones) which results in the accumulating, long-term deviation (manifesting 

itself at late times) of the true model state from the one based on the limited, ‘packer in place’ 

case. Note that this effect is visible in this particular case partly because of the packer 8 being 

of notable importance in this completion. 

 

Figure 14: Comparison of the oil flow-rate forecast for the two zones next to the removed Packer 8, and for the entire well 

However, the ‘only neighboring zones’ prediction further differs from the flow rate prediction for the 

entire well (Figure 14, dotted curve), although again the dynamics of the flow rate change is still 

captured. As explained, this is mainly due to the flow parameters dynamic change and adjustment (to 

meet the production constraints) applied by this particular numerical reservoir simulator as explained 

above. This reduces the effect of a packer removal being somewhat compensated for by the rest of 

the well when the flowing pressures are re-adjusted to keep the well at 2900 psig BHP. So on the 

overall well level our zonal predictor magnifies the effect of a packer removal and becomes inaccurate 

in relative terms, but is still able to correctly rank the packers by their relative influence (as will also 

be illustrated later), which is essentially the objective of our study. (It may be possible to come up with 

an extension to our predictor to account for such re-adjustments in order to better match results of a 

reservoir simulator of interest, if such objective is important, but that is suggested for further research 

where needed). 

 

8. A note on the i-well cross-flow solution applicability in some special cases 

Note that the I-well proxy-model solution presented in this paper is universal and applicable to any i-

well configuration. Some solutions to simpler problems can be easily derived from it if required, 

including the problems when there are: 

1. Equivalent FCDs installed upstream and downstream of a packer, and negligible pressure loss 

in the tubing and annulus. In this case it is easy to show that the solution in Eq. (11) reduces 

to the one presented in (MoradiDowlatAbad, 2016). 
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2. No annular cross-flow (i.e. when the annular flow isolation is intact). Eqs. A- 7 and A- 8 for the 

case of qann=0 reduce to the branch pressure drop equation used by e.g. (Birchenko, 2010) and 

many others proposing semi-analytical flow models for the ‘no annular flow’ i-well condition.  

 

9. Application of the Developed, ‘Packer Ranking and Removal’ Algorithm 

Assisted by a Wellbore Flow Proxy Model to a Test Case Study; and Discussion 

of the Results 

We have finally developed and verified all the necessary tools needed to implement the fast, packer 

placement workflow the logical steps of which were explained in Section 4 earlier. We are going to 

apply it to the test case model (Figure 2) run for 10 years with the objective of maximizing the NPV 

defined by Eq. (4). The net oil price, the water and liquid treatment costs are assumed as 60, 1 and 1 

$/stb respectively, while the annual discount factor is taken as 0.1 (these economic values were 

recommended by a North Sea oil operator company sponsoring this research). 

As was explained earlier, the workflow starts from the arbitrary, pre-selected FCD-completion design 

with no annular flow (i.e. all the 27 packers that can be modelled are in place). The objective is to 

reduce the number of packers to 10 and find their optimal locations to maximize the NPV. The 

available (in the model) inter-zonal packer locations are numbered from 1 to 27 starting from the heel. 

The workflow application steps are as follows: 

1. Run the base case simulation (in our study this is done using EclipseTM and we assume a 10-

year long forecast) with all 27 packers in place. Calculate the (10-year) NPV as well as record 

the zonal pressures and flow rates at every timestep. These recorded data are used as input 

in Step 2 below. 

2. Apply the fast, semi-analytical algorithm (i.e. Eq. (11) implemented in our study through 

MatlabTM) to forecast the zonal flowrates caused by a single, inter-zonal packer removal from 

Position 1 (the location at the heel, next to the production packer). Only the zones next to the 

removed packer are modelled. The prediction is made at each timestep independently, 

followed by the use of these predicted flowrates in calculation of the NPV of this ’27 minus 

one’ packer configuration case.  

3. Repeat Step 2 assuming the packer is instead removed from position 2, not position 1. And so 

on: this way repeat Step 2 for every position checking all 27 scenarios of a single packer 

removal from the 27-packer configuration. (Note that the availability of our semi-analytical 

algorithm enables making such full prediction of 27 scenarios in one go taking seconds to 

complete without the need to build and run any of these reservoir and well models. The 

conventional approach with actually building and running these models would have taken over 

3 hours (to build all 27 ‘minus a packer’ scenarios) and around 1 hour to run and process these 

scenarios on a high-end workstation). 

Figure 15 shows the NPV results of both the semi-analytical and actual, numerical (added for 

comparison) forecasts for all the 27 scenarios of removing a single packer from the ’27 packers 

installed’ configuration.  



 

Figure 15: Relative NPV change for all the '27 packers minus 1' configurations. 

Note that, as explained earlier (Figure 14), the semi-analytical model magnifies the effect of a packer 

removal compared to the actual numerical simulation where Eclipse additionally re-adjusts the well 

flow conditions to meet the simulation constraints, which in turn somewhat mitigates the packer 

removal effect on the overall well scale. However, the ‘offending’ packer scenario is picked up 

correctly by the semi-analytical model (Figure 15): both the semi-analytical prediction and the actual 

one predict that removal of the packer from position 4 will bring the highest increase in the NPV. This 

manifests two things: 

- The pre-selected FCD completion is overly restrictive across the 2000 mD zone (see Figure 

15) resulting in a small NPV loss. This NPV can be partly recovered by either changing the 

FCD strength across this interval or removing the packers in the interval to ease its inflow 

via the neighboring zone’s completion. (This in itself can serve as a very useful criterion to 

the FCD completion designers, who currently often employ a time consuming trial and 

error approach, of where to adjust the completion design!). In this paper, let’s discard the 

FCD-completion redesign option for the moment, for the sake of our study staying focused 

on the packer placement problem, and proceed to the next step by removing Packer 4. 

- Note the importance of roughly predicting the very flowrates and, as a result, the NPV in 

our study – this clearly shows if a packer is a ‘friend’ (i.e. its removal would result in the 

NPV loss due to losing some zonal control) or a ‘foe’ (i.e. its removal would result in the 

NPV gain by easing the flow in an over-restrictive FCD-completion interval) in the long 

term. In the former case the packer with the minimum impact on the NPV should be 

removed, while in the latter case – the one with the maximum impact. 

- Also note from Figure 15 the importance of updating the input, numerically-simulated 

model after every next packer is removed. For instance, the rank of the packers from the 

first configuration (i.e. ’27 packers’) seems as: 4 (the ‘foe’ packer with the most impact), 

8, then 5 (the ‘friend’ packer with the least impact), 6, 7, 2, and so on whereas the correct, 

step-by-step simulation will show (Figure 16) that the actual order is different: 4, 8, 3, 5, 

6, 10, and so on. This is due to the fact that removal of a packer changes the flow 

configuration in the well zones, changing the importance ranks of the remaining packers. 

4. As a result of the previous optimization step we ended up with the new, 26-packer 

configuration where a packer in position 4 (recognized as a ‘foe’) is absent. A numerical 
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simulation forecast for this well configuration is run, and Steps 2-3 are then applied to it to 

find the to-be-removed packer. The next recognized packer is again a ‘foe’ in position 8. This 

results in the new configuration of 25 packers (with no packers in locations 4 and 8), to which 

the same routine is applied. The process repeats until 10 packers remain in the well 

completion system. 

Some results of this workflow are presented in:  

- Figure 16 (with all the packer check results for all optimization steps), and  

- Figure 17 (with the ‘optimal’ packer results for all optimization steps, i.e. after every step 

the ‘most offending foe’ or otherwise the ‘least important friend’ packer is removed from 

the original of 27 packers to reduce their number to the required 10 packers).  

 

Figure 16: Packer removal -caused incremental NPV forecast for each interzonal location. The information in brackets 
identifies which packer was eventually selected for removal, and whether it was a foe (max+) or a friend (min-) 
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Figure 17: NPV change due to removal of the ‘optimal’ packer (‘optimal’ being either the ‘strongest foe’ or, in its absence, 
the ‘weakest friend’ packer as explained above), starting from the first optimization step (when all 27 packers were 

installed) and ending with 10 packers after 17 steps 

 

Figure 16 illustrates that the packer candidates for removal are well recognized at every step, be it for 

the ‘friend’ or ‘foe’ packer situations. The figure’s legend explains how many packers each 

optimization run (or step) contained, e.g. ‘run 27-1’ was the first step where all 27 packers were intact, 

and thus all the 27 ‘minus a packer’ configurations were checked. The information in brackets that 

follows, e.g. for ‘run 27-1’ this is ‘(4 max+)’ explains that the packer in location 4 was removed as a 

result of this run, with it being a ‘foe‘ i.e. the removal of which results in the maximum positive (hence 

‘max+’) change in NPV.  

Figure 17 is insightful in showing how the optimization progresses along the ever-decreasing number 

of packers. For instance, it shows that while the first 5 optimization steps resulted in the removal of 

the ‘strongest foe’ packers in turn, at step 6 (when there remained 21 packers to deal with) all the 

packers were ‘friends’, i.e. removal of any of them results in the NPV loss forecast and so the ‘weakest 

friend’ was removed. Note that the actual change in the NPV turns out positive nevertheless (for the 

reason explained earlier – the Eclipse’s re-adjustments of the flow conditions) but still the smallest. 

Two observations can be made here: 

1. If the ultimate number of packers in the designed completion was discretional (unlike in 

our case where it has to be 10 or less), the first configuration that shows only ‘friendly’ 

packers may be treated as the stopping point to find a good number of packers and their 

locations. For instance, one could select the configuration of 21 packers without 

optimizing further, however 

2. The level of the actual NPV change (blue bars in Figure 17) of a given configuration and, 

preferably, several configurations to follow can serve as an indicator of where the packer 

configuration scenarios become nearly insensitive to change. For instance, it is clear that 

after Step 9 (when there are 18 packers in the completion) any further packer removal 

results in a relatively small, actual NPV change (blue bars in Figure 17) which indicates that 

the completion becomes more robust, and thus less sensitive to its remaining packer 

configuration and therefore less packers (i.e. less than 10) can be eventually placed as 
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long as this ‘NPV change’ factor is acceptably small for the well designer and/or project 

economics in question. 

 

This concludes the illustration of the fast algorithm for packer placement in intelligent and advanced 

well completions. In our case study it reduced the number of packers from the maximum possible (to 

be placed in the model in question) of 27 down to the (assumed to be) required 10, with the overall 

increase in the NPV of 3% (which results in extra 27 million$ profit in this study). 

Following our discussion in the workflow description section earlier (where we compared the 

8,436,285 packer placement combinations to be simulated in the blunt approach vs. 17 combinations 

simulated in our approach, i.e. 8,436,285/17 ≈ 500,000 times less), our workflow presented here is 

projected to have taken around 500,000 times less model building and calculation time than it would 

have taken for the conventional, blunt search to find a reasonable solution. 

It is also worth noting that a flow control device (e.g. an AICV) with a strong reaction to the changing 
flow composition may potentially cause a more profound reservoir response than what was observed 
in this work for traditional ICDs. While this hypothetical device’s reaction can still be captured short-
term using the circuit-based predictor (which was derived for any arbitrary device’s response), the 
subsequent long-term production forecast and the resulting packer valuation may be affected due to 
non-negligible non-local reservoir response manifested at later timesteps. Given that in the algorithm 
presented here the reservoir model is re-run each time when every next ‘best candidate’ packer is 
removed, this reservoir model prediction can be compared with the proxy-model prediction. If this 
prediction difference is notably higher for the packers located next the strong-reaction devices, this 
can be interpreted as a sign that the packer optimization algorithm may by biased by the device’s 
strong reaction. 
 

 

10. Conclusions and Recommendations 

Optimal placement of several packers in an intelligent well completion, even if the completion’s Flow 

Control Devices have been already selected, is by far a non-trivial problem. To illustrate its complexity, 

the albeit simple, synthetic reservoir model of a single well with only 28 coarse segments presented 

in this paper already requires several million packer placement combinations to be simulated if a blunt 

search is to be employed. This obviously makes such search impossible in realistic field modelling 

situations. Our approach presented here offers the workflow that speeds up the search by orders of 

magnitude, e.g. in the presented example by around 500,000 times eventually requiring only 17 model 

simulations to be run to find a long-term near-optimum, packer placement combination. 

First we explained and demonstrated the value of a packer removal as a control variable in the overall 

model prediction, and explained that the optimization problem can be reduced to a simpler, 

perturbation problem with a carefully planned sequence of packer-by-packer removals in order to stay 

close to the optimum solution.  

Next, the model from which a packer is to be removed can itself serve as input to roughly predict the 

relative, long-term value of its packers. For this, an intelligent wellbore flow proxy-model has been 

developed to serve as such predictor. This proxy-model showed an excellent match with the 

commercial, static wellbore flow simulator but deviated from a dynamic simulator due to the latter 

having a dynamic response (not fully captured within a timestep) as well as probably doing the 

constraint-defined flow adjustment differently from the static simulator. However, the relative impact 



of the packers was still captured by the predictor nonetheless, which is what mattered in this 

particular study. (It may be worth investigating the possibility to improve the predictor, if such needed 

arises, in future research to match a reservoir simulator of interest).  

Further observations and recommendations were made from the successful application case study: 

- In a given, advanced well completion a packer installed at a certain location can result in 

either a) a decrease in the long-term project value (e.g. NPV) by supporting an overly 

restrictive completion design; or b) an increase in the long-term value by adding extra flow 

control capacity in a properly-designed completion.  

- The predictor developed in this paper not only allows a quick and easy ranking  of the 

packers by their long-term impact, but also identification of whether they are ‘foes’ 

(option a in the point above) or ‘friends’ (option b in the point above) which is very helpful 

in quickly identifying which packer needs to be removed, as well as in checking how good 

the completion design is and if it or its elements need to be re-designed to improve the 

long-term completion response to flow. 

- The long-term value simulated for every step of the workflow presented here is a useful 

and insightful indicator of how robust the completion system is at every step, how 

sensitive it is to its packer configuration, and whether it needs further optimization. 

Note that applying this optimization workflow the resultant, complete, ‘FCD and packer’ -optimized 

completion can be considered as a first iteration of a larger-scale problem. That is, it can further be 

used to improve the pre-defined FCD design, followed again by the packer placement re-optimization, 

and iteratively so on in the sequential multi-step optimization workflow if desired. 

Also note that the workflow presented in this study assumed the reservoir model is available. As a one 

of the potential, future extension of this study we may suggest taking into account the reservoir 

description uncertainty which may well result in the additional considerations of e.g. keeping some 

packers in place, despite their negative value, merely for the sake of the retained zonal control in an 

uncertain reservoir model.  

 

To sum up, the novel packer placement algorithm presented in this paper, as well as the novel I-well 

nodal analysis approach, logically complete the comprehensive i-well design optimization studies and 

will be of immediate use to the well and reservoir engineers involved in the design, installation, and 

evaluation of i-wells. 
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Nomenclature 

 



a – flow control completion strength defined by Eq. (1) S - total number of simulation steps 

b - annual discount rate 𝑆𝐼𝑀 is the reservoir simulation operation 

FCD (in Eq. (5) - strength or otherwise a parameter describing the 

level of flow control by a given FCD in a given completion t – production time 

𝐼  is the instantaneous objective function in Eq. (3) 
𝑥 − vector of control variables discretized over the field 
production time 

J – productivity index (linear) of a well zone 
𝑦  - 𝑝-dimensional state vector of the reservoir (e.g. 
saturations, pressure field) 

𝑃𝑧 (in Eq. (5)) is a binary variable determining if packer is installed 

or not between zones 𝑧 and 𝑧 + 1 α – the term defined below Eq. A- 8 

P (everywhere else) - pressure β - the term defined below Eq. A- 7 

Q or q – flow rate Ϝ – objective function 

r – either the sell price (for oil) or the treatment cost (for water or 
liquid) of the production fluid, per volume ∅ - constraint term in Eq. (3) 

 

Subscripts 

ann – annular or annulus r – (in Eqs. (2), (3)) model realization’s number; elsewhere - 

reservoir 

cf - crossflow tub  - tubing 

d – downstream (i.e. in the zone closer to the heel) u – upstream (i.e. in the zone closer to the toe) 

l - liquid w – water 

o – oil z – zone’s number 

 

Superscripts 
n – timestep’s number 

 

Abbreviations 
AICD – autonomous inflow control device (a class of FCDs) 

AICV – autonomous inflow control valve (a class of FCDs) 

AWC – advanced well completion: an arbitrary combination of FCDs in a well or a well’s zone 

BHP – bottomhole pressure 

FCD – (any type of) flow control device 

I-well – intelligent well 

ICD - inflow control device (a class of FCDs) 

ICV – inflow (interval) control valve (a class of FCDs) 

WC – production well’s watercut 

 

Unit Conversion Tables 

 

To convert from To Multiply by 

bar pascal (Pa) 1.000000E+05 

bar MPa 1.000000E-01 

barrel meter3 1.589873E-01 

bbl/day meter3/day 1.589873E-01 

cp Pas 1.000000E-03 

darcy m2 9.869233E-13 

foot meter 3.048000E-01 

ft2 meter2(m2) 9.290304E-02 

ft3 meter3(m3) 2.831685E-02 

pascal (Pa) psi 1.451000E-04 



psi MPa 6.894757E-03 

psi/ft kPa/m 2.262059E+01 
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Appendix A: Derivation of the semi-analytical solution to the problem of 

annular cross-flow calculation in an i-well 

As seen in Figure 8, Figure 9, or Figure 10 the ‘batteries’ or power in our system naturally correspond 

to the pressure differentials, defined here as: 

, ,( )d r d t dP P P  −  for the downstream zone; and 

, ,( )u r u t uP P P  −  for the downstream zone. 

See the subscripts definition in the Nomenclature and below. 

The pressure differential between any two nodes is defined as δP, e.g. the one between nodes A and 

B (see Figure 9) is: 

( )BA B AP P P  −  

It is possible to analytically describe the performance of the system in Figure 9, assuming quadratic 

flow performance of its non-linear elements: tubing, annulus, and FCDs. Below is the list of flow 

performance formulae corresponding to: 

• The branches upstream (subscript ‘u’) of the annulus: 

- the one linked to the reservoir (subscript ‘r’): 

( ),r d d BA dq P P J=  −   A- 1 

    

- the one containing the flow control device (subscript ‘fcd’): 

2

, ,BA fcd d fcd dP a q =   A- 2 

 

Note that δPBA in Eq. A- 2 is positive when the flow has the direction shown in Figure 7, 

Figure 8, or Figure 9, and negative otherwise. In other words, formally Eq. A- 2 should be 

written as 
2

, , ,( )BA fcd d fcd d fcd dP sign q a q =   . Generally, the signs of the flow rates and 

pressure differentials in the complex nodal systems must be carefully checked. We will first 

present complete equations (i.e. with the q sign defined) in Eqs. A- 5 and A- 6 below, 

assuming the tubing flow Q is always positive, i.e. this is a production well. This will be 

followed by the simpler solutions for the case when the zones in question are producing, 

sufficient for the specific problem approached in this paper. 

 

• The branches Downstream (subscript ‘d’) of the annulus: 

- the one linked to the reservoir (subscript ‘r’): 



( ),r u u CA uq P P J=  −   A- 3 

 

- the one containing the fcd and tubing flow: 

( ) ( )
2

2 2 2

, , , , , ,2CA fcd u fcd u tub fcd u fcd u tub fcd u tub fcd u tubP a q a Q q a a q a Q q a Q =  +  + = +  +   +   
A- 4 

 

Note that the last term on the right-hand side, the one with the tubing flow Q from the upstream 

zones, is independent of the zonal rates in question and thus can be presented as a ‘pseudo power 

source’, as shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9, while the first two terms are due to the ‘flow resistance’. 

The difference between the stabilized ‘annulus->tubing’ and the ‘reservoir->annulus’ flow rates in a 

given zone defines how much zonal rate is lost to/gained from the neighboring zone(s) due to the 

annular cross-flow. For the downstream zone we define such difference δq as: 

, ,d fcd d r dq q q  −  

Which can be expressed via the pressure differential using Eqs. (1) and A- 1 as: 

( )
,

( )
BA

d d BA d BA

fcd d

P
q P P J sign P

a


  = −  −  +   

A- 5 

 

For the zone upstream the rate differential is. 

, ,u r u fcd uq q q  −  

When expressed using Eqs. A- 3 and A- 4 it yields: 

( )
( )2

, ,

,

( )

( )

tub fcd u CA fcd u tub CA tub

u u CA u

CA fcd u tub

a a Q sign P a a P a Q
q P P J

sign P a a
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Re-arrangement of Eq. A- 5 to express pressure difference across the branch w.r.t. its flowrate yields: 
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where ( ) ,d d d fcd dP J q a    +   

Similarly, Eq. A- 6 becomes: 
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where ( ) ( ),u u u fcd d tub tubP J q a a a Q    −  + +   



Naturally, in this closed system whatever flow rate is lost from the annulus of one zone is gained by 

the other, i.e. this annulus flow rate is δqd= δqu=qann. 

Given that CB CA BAP P P  = −  we find: 
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This equation describes the flow performance of the I-well between two neighboring zonal annuli.  

By matching it with the annular flow performance e.g, assuming the latter is friction and/or 

constriction (e.g. behind/through failed packer) flow governed as 
2

CB ann annP a q =  , it is now possible 

to solve the system for qann numerically or graphically by matching: 
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